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SPENCER j PALMER

during mid march of 1971 the brigham young univer-
sity student academics office in cooperation with the asian
studies faculty carried out an ambitious and comprehensive
program called east west week under thetiietile leadership of reed
wilcox vice president of academics and william mccurdy
a senior in asian studies the program included an impres-
sive array of speakers panels displays and cultural events
dealing with asia in an effort to provide invigorating ex-
periencesperiences for the students as well as for the utah public at
large activities were focused around two general themes asia
and the united states and asia and the church that is the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

east west week was warmly and widely received and its
proceedings of such timely interest to the LDS scholarly com-
munity that the editor of BYU studies decided to devote a
special issue to selected features of the program the results
of that decision are published herein

THE UNITED STATES AND ASIA

richard M nixon s momentous announcement in july
that he intends to initiate a new era of rapprochement between
the united states and the people s republic of china by
making a personal visit to chinese leaders in peking has trig-
gered almost cataclysmic reverberations throughout the world
by that act the thrust of american policy in east asia has
suddenly become the improvement of relations with communist
china also by that act ahostacosta host of new equations in american
foreign policy have emerged these involve realignments risks
and new problems in united states relations with japan the
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two koreasboreas the two vietnamsVietnams south and southeast asia
mongolia the soviet union and perhaps most critically the
republic of china in taiwan

four months before the onset of this sudden turn of events
in guest appearances at BYU s east west week several

leading asian specialists reaffirmed their positions on US
policy visvis a visvis vietnam korea and the people s republic
of china

roger hilsman a columbia university political scientist
who has served as US undersecretary of state for far eastern
affairs and john K fairbank of harvard one of america s

foremost experts on modern chinese history were two of
these guests each in his own way underscored the need for
a detente in sino american relations each concluded that it
was in the best interests of the united states for the mainland
government to be encouraged to participate in the UN but that
such a policy must be combined with a cognate attitude of
firmness taking critical independent positions toward the
question of the relationship of the taiwan and mainland re-
gimes each reiterated a two chinascainas policy a position they
have separately advocated for many years but one which was
regarded by some last march as very liberal

according to hilsman the united states has handled its
foreign relations with europe and the soviet union rather
well but in its attempts to deter and isolate the people s re-
public of china its policies have failed the key to a viable
foreign policy in asia rests upon recognition of the forces and
values which have gone into the making of the virulent emerg-
ing nationalisms of that part of the world

fairbank places great stress on the importance of seeing
the people s republic in historical perspective it is not simply
a communist state but a chinese communist nation revolut-
ionary change in china must be viewed from the vantage
point of traditional chinese experience no effectual american
policy can be established without cognizance of the historical
roots of chinese pride that country s village culture back-
ground her stayathomestay at home confucian philosophy and her tra-
ditionalditional ruling class

both fairbank and hilsman picture mao tse tung as a
symbol of the process of change in china he is an example of
how the chinese revolution has deviated from the leninist
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norm but even after his death it can be expected that the
people s republic will be cautious if not hostile toward the
west and the soviet union

chong sik lee s perceptive study dealsdeais with north korea s

precarious juxtaposition between moscow and peking and the
recurring frustrations of the democratic people s republic in
trying to steer a course between adhering to the international
tenets of marxism leninism and being responsive to peculiar
korean needs he reaffirms the fundamental importance of
national self interest in any assessment of asian international
affairs especially significant is his discussion of the cult
of personality associated with kim il11 song and the question
of why north korea has shown such hawkish behavior
in recent times

the erudite and almost poetic study of buddhist images
by richard edwards of the university of michigan is a fresh
approach to buddhist art which should enthrall all students
of asian culture it deals with principal symbols through
which the buddha ideal is made present focusing on imagery
in northwest india pakistan and afghanistan areas which
have been most intriguing to westerners because of apparent
connections with greek and roman styles of mediterranean
art edwards argues that these intrinsically aesthetic expres-
sions are from the heart of india and the asian world native
asian elements have gone into the creation of the great images
of shotorakSho torak and bamiyanbariyanBamiyan non mediterranean aspects are
discernible in gandharanGandharan art

in so saying edwards strikes a theme basic to all the asia
specialists at east west week westerners have been too prone
to see asia only from the vantage point of their own back-
ground not from the background of the asian peoples them-
selves

THE CHURCH AND ASIA

at the outset of one of john fairbank s provo lectures
he emphasized the importance of christian missions in modern
asian affairs recognizing that brigham young university is
relatively unique among american institutions of higher learn-
ing in that a disproportionately large number of its students
have served as mormon missionaries in the countries of asia
he remarked this is a group of people who have a special
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background a special competence to look at this problem of
american relations with other peoples

because the missionary work of the LDS church is substan-
tial in asian lands and because there are now more than
30000 mormonscormons of oriental ancestry there the BYU commu-
nity has intrinsic ties in asia consequently there was generous
interest in east west week events dealing with asia and thethe
church

the first was an address by elder howard W hunter
member of the council of the twelve of the church who is
also a member of the BYU board of trustees his message
was that while major christian churches are facing a sub-
stantial decline in membership in asia the mormon faith
isis growing counter to that trend he attributed this to the
layiq missionary program of the church and to a keen mormon
interest in the cultures of the peoples in those countries
where missionmissionariesariesarles have labored or where servicemen have
served the interest of the church in the education of its
worldwideworld wide membership has also been vital since church
growth is highest in those areas where schools have been
established

at the symposium on problems and opportunities of
missionary work in asia moderated by R lanier britsch
and consisting of four well known mormon mission presidents
who have worked among the chinese japanese koreans and
filipinos the discussion centered on proselyting methods
goals and results the communication of mormon values in
asian societies and special problems arising from racial
and cultural difference three basic themes or conclusions
emerged 1 1 the LDS church has begun to break from its
western stance into a newly attained international world-
wide movement 2 recent wars and revolutions in asia
have provided new opportunities for the church and 3

despite the nonprofessionalism of the mormon missionaries
since world war II11 their work has expanded at an impressive
rate

the LDS church is a relative newcomer in asia but records
of its activities have been scrupulously maintained in the
church historian s office in salt lake city robert H slover s

preliminary survey of these resources appearing in this issue
of BYU studies is the first published inventory of mormon
missionary materials relating to asia


